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SUMMARY

RESULTS

•

Strelka2 is a fast and accurate small variant caller, supporting analysis of germline
variation in small cohorts as well as analysis of somatic variation in
tumor/normal sample pairs.

Germline variant calling results

•

For germline variant calling, Strelka2 had an average indel F1-score 1.6% higher
than the best PrecisionFDA challenge submissions, while giving comparable
results for SNVs. Strelka was 1.7x faster than Sentieon DNAseq Haplotyper.

•

For somatic variant calling, Strelka2 generated 34% (indels) and 28% (SNVs) higher
F1-scores than Sentieon TNhaplotyper, while also demonstrating an average
runtime advantage of 3.2x.
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AVAILABILITY
Strelka2 is freely available under the GNU General Public
License v3.0 at https://github.com/Illumina/strelka.
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Method Highlights
•

Adaptive indel error estimation (germline only)
- Adaptively estimate indel error parameters from input
- Improve robustness to instrument/prep specific indel noise
• Tiered haplotyping (germline only)
- Utilize haplotype constraints to reduce errors due to sequencing noise, incorrect read
mapping, inconsistent alignment, etc.
- Generate haplotypes using both (fast but short-ranged) alignment-based approach
and (slow but long-ranged) assembly-based approach
• Empirical variant scoring (germline and somatic)
- Supplement the core Bayesian probabilistic model using a random forest model
trained on numerous features indicative of call quality
• Liquid tumor model (somatic only)
- Joint genotype model is robust to contamination in the normal sample by tumor cells.
Experiments
•

•

•

Germline calling datasets (PrecisionFDA challenge datasets [1])
- Consistency challenge: 2 whole genome sequencing (WGS) datasets (Garvan, HLI), Illumina HiSeqX, TruSeq Nano prep,
depth 30x , 2x150bp
- Truth challenge: 2 WGS datasets (HG001, HG002), Illumina HiSeq2500, TruSeq PCR-Free prep, depth 50x, 2x148bp
Somatic calling datasets
- Simulated admixture datasets (NA12878: tumor, NA12877: normal)
- 3 datasets with differing levels of tumor purity: Tumor sample purity 20%, 50%, and 80%
- 1 dataset representing liquid tumor: normal sample purity 90%, tumor sample purity 80%
Evaluation
- Germline calling: Strelka2 (v2.8.0) vs PrecisionFDAchallenge submissions and Sentieon DNAseq Haplotyper (v201704) [2].
- Somatic calling: Strelka2 (v2.8.0) vs Sentieon TNhaplotyper (v201704) [2].
- Haplotype comparison: hap.py v0.3.7 [3]
- Truth sets: genome in a bottle v3.3.2 [4] (germline), NA12878 variant calls where NA12877 genotype is homref (somatic)
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is >10x faster than GATK best practices pipeline (germline) and MuTect2 (somatic) [2].

Usability
•

Running Strelka2 is easy. It includes scripts for running germline or somatic calling in
two commands taking minimal inputs (read alignment and reference).
• All the above Strelka2 results were generated using default parameters.

Strelka2 Applications beyond WGS
•

Strelka2 supports whole exome sequencing, and RNA-Seq data.
• Strelka2 currently does not support somatic calling in tumor-only samples.
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